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the meaning of competition is the act or process of competing rivalry how to
use competition in a sentence competition definition the act of competing
rivalry for supremacy a prize etc see examples of competition used in a
sentence an activity done by a number of people or organizations each of which
is trying to do better than all of the others u competition for the job was
fierce u traditional booksellers face stiff competition from companies selling
via the internet the competition is the people or organizations you are trying
to do better than ˌkɒmpəˈtɪʃn ˌkɑːmpəˈtɪʃn countable an event in which people
compete with each other to find out who is the best at something a design an
art a talent competition an international a national competition hundreds of
schools entered the competition she s won a prestigious singing competition
noun 1 the act of competing rivalry for supremacy a prize etc the competition
between the two teams was bitter 2 a contest for some prize honor or advantage
both girls entered the competition 3 the rivalry offered by a competitor if you
are trying to win or attempting to prove you re the best you re in a
competition the word also describes your opponent in sports business and
politics competition meaning definition what is competition a situation in
which people or organizat learn more a situation in which someone is trying to
win something or be more successful than someone else there s a lot of
competition between computer companies applicants face stiff competition for
university places this year the competition people you are competing against
especially in business competition noun ˌkɑmpəˈtɪʃn uncountable competition
between with somebody for something a situation in which people or
organizations compete with each other for something that not everyone can have
there is now intense competition between schools to attract students
competition meaning 1 the act or process of trying to get or win something such
as a prize or a higher level of success that someone else is also trying to get
or win the act or process of competing 2 actions that are done by people
companies etc that are competing against each other often from a competition by
its very nature is what psychologists call an extrinsic incentive extrinsic
simply means that the motivation to adopt a behavior or decision is sourced
externally rather accepting your loss keeping your spirits high and preparing
for your next competition are ways to deal with losing that will allow you to
feel happy about your participation and ready to face the next challenge 1
humanize your company nobody wants to do business with a corporation they want
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to do business with real humans who care in today s social media age it is
easier than ever to set yourself competition is a rivalry where two or more
parties strive for a common goal which cannot be shared where one s gain is the
other s loss an example of which is a zero sum game competition can arise
between entities such as organisms individuals economic and social groups etc
synonyms for competition tournament event game contest match championship sport
bout antonyms of competition noncompetitor peace harmony concord athletes
coaches parents and fans are drawn to the training focus discipline loyalty
competitiveness and individual and team performances that are hallmarks of
sports culture some people are competitive simply because they have an
insatiable need for validation social status and praise they constantly seek
approval and recognition from others everything becomes a competition to prove
they are the best smartest most successful etc key points a perfectly
competitive firm is a price taker which means that it must accept the
equilibrium price at which it sells goods if a perfectly competitive firm
attempts to charge even a tiny amount more than the market price it will be
unable to make any sales bull that jumped the fence at oregon rodeo to retire
from competition owner says a rodeo bull hopped a fence surrounding an oregon
arena and ran through a concession area into a parking lot injuring at least
three people before wranglers caught up with it officials said portland ore ap
party bus a three year old bull bred for the real competition will come later
this summer when the team convenes at st vincent college for training camp they
will put pads on and play some more 11 on 11 football that will reveal more



competition definition meaning merriam webster May 11 2024 the meaning of
competition is the act or process of competing rivalry how to use competition
in a sentence
competition definition meaning dictionary com Apr 10 2024 competition
definition the act of competing rivalry for supremacy a prize etc see examples
of competition used in a sentence
competition english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 09 2024 an activity done
by a number of people or organizations each of which is trying to do better
than all of the others u competition for the job was fierce u traditional
booksellers face stiff competition from companies selling via the internet the
competition is the people or organizations you are trying to do better than
competition noun definition pictures pronunciation and Feb 08 2024 ˌkɒmpəˈtɪʃn
ˌkɑːmpəˈtɪʃn countable an event in which people compete with each other to find
out who is the best at something a design an art a talent competition an
international a national competition hundreds of schools entered the
competition she s won a prestigious singing competition
competition definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jan 07 2024 noun
1 the act of competing rivalry for supremacy a prize etc the competition
between the two teams was bitter 2 a contest for some prize honor or advantage
both girls entered the competition 3 the rivalry offered by a competitor
competition definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Dec 06 2023 if you are
trying to win or attempting to prove you re the best you re in a competition
the word also describes your opponent in sports business and politics
competition meaning of competition in longman dictionary of Nov 05 2023
competition meaning definition what is competition a situation in which people
or organizat learn more
competition definition cambridge learner s dictionary Oct 04 2023 a situation
in which someone is trying to win something or be more successful than someone
else there s a lot of competition between computer companies applicants face
stiff competition for university places this year the competition people you
are competing against especially in business
competition noun definition pictures pronunciation and Sep 03 2023 competition
noun ˌkɑmpəˈtɪʃn uncountable competition between with somebody for something a
situation in which people or organizations compete with each other for
something that not everyone can have there is now intense competition between
schools to attract students
competition definition meaning britannica dictionary Aug 02 2023 competition
meaning 1 the act or process of trying to get or win something such as a prize
or a higher level of success that someone else is also trying to get or win the
act or process of competing 2 actions that are done by people companies etc
that are competing against each other often from
the psychology of competition psychology today Jul 01 2023 a competition by its
very nature is what psychologists call an extrinsic incentive extrinsic simply
means that the motivation to adopt a behavior or decision is sourced externally
rather
3 ways to be happy after losing a competition wikihow May 31 2023 accepting
your loss keeping your spirits high and preparing for your next competition are
ways to deal with losing that will allow you to feel happy about your



participation and ready to face the next challenge
eight key strategies to overcome your competition forbes Apr 29 2023 1 humanize
your company nobody wants to do business with a corporation they want to do
business with real humans who care in today s social media age it is easier
than ever to set yourself
competition wikipedia Mar 29 2023 competition is a rivalry where two or more
parties strive for a common goal which cannot be shared where one s gain is the
other s loss an example of which is a zero sum game competition can arise
between entities such as organisms individuals economic and social groups etc
competition synonyms 103 similar and opposite words Feb 25 2023 synonyms for
competition tournament event game contest match championship sport bout
antonyms of competition noncompetitor peace harmony concord
sport and competition psychology today Jan 27 2023 athletes coaches parents and
fans are drawn to the training focus discipline loyalty competitiveness and
individual and team performances that are hallmarks of sports culture
why are some people so competitive 9 reasons behind them Dec 26 2022 some
people are competitive simply because they have an insatiable need for
validation social status and praise they constantly seek approval and
recognition from others everything becomes a competition to prove they are the
best smartest most successful etc
perfect competition and why it matters article khan academy Nov 24 2022 key
points a perfectly competitive firm is a price taker which means that it must
accept the equilibrium price at which it sells goods if a perfectly competitive
firm attempts to charge even a tiny amount more than the market price it will
be unable to make any sales
bull that jumped the fence at oregon rodeo to retire from Oct 24 2022 bull that
jumped the fence at oregon rodeo to retire from competition owner says a rodeo
bull hopped a fence surrounding an oregon arena and ran through a concession
area into a parking lot injuring at least three people before wranglers caught
up with it officials said portland ore ap party bus a three year old bull bred
for
pittsburgh steelers oc confirms qb competition Sep 22 2022 the real competition
will come later this summer when the team convenes at st vincent college for
training camp they will put pads on and play some more 11 on 11 football that
will reveal more
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